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Colby ramps up flu vaccines with free clinics to reduce burden on health systems
B y S onia L achter
News Editor

The College has ramped
up its effort to get students,
faculty, and staff vaccinated
for the flu in light of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,
providing free vaccine clinics
on campus.
When students arrived
on campus in August, they
were required to sign the
Mule Pledge, in which they
agreed to adhere to the College’s COVID-19 policy. The
majority of this policy has to
do with COVID-19: getting
tested twice a week, wearing
a mask, and staying in the
State of Maine. One particular stipulation of the policy
is less directly related to the
coronavirus and focused on
another virus: Colby community members are required to
get an influenza vaccine.
Colby Medical Director
Scott Lowman explained in an
email to The Colby Echo that
getting a flu shot was included
in COVID-19 policy because
it can decrease the burden on
a healthcare system already
strained by the pandemic.
The lowered risk of contracting influenza that a flu
vaccine provides decreases
the chances of hospitalization or “unnecessary
medical visits” due to the
flu and keeps the amount
of respiratory illnesses as
low as possible during the
winter months.
Lowman also said that
if a patient has been vaccinated against the flu, it can
provide “clarity for medical providers by reducing
symptom overlap between
influenza and coronavirus.”
Head Nurse of Garrison
Foster Health Center Judy
Whyte told The Colby Echo
that flu season in the United States starts at the end of
August.
She said that testing capacity could be strained if
not enough people get flu

shots and that the risk of
catching both diseases at
once is a concern as well.
Students seem to have absorbed the message that it is
more important than ever
to get vaccinated against
influenza this year. Morgan
Honor `22 said that while
she does not like getting
shots at all, she knew it was
the right thing to do.
“It is extremely important
when we’re living in a global
pandemic. Flu is probably going to be just as bad this year
as in any year and on top of
that [is] COVID, so if we can
eliminate one of them, that
would be great,” Honor said.
The College has committed $60,00 to get the community vaccinated. Flu shot
clinics will continue to be
held on campus as Winslow
Pharmacy, which is providing the vaccines, gets
more doses.
Matt Reasor `20J has been
working at the flu clinics,
helping students fill out release forms and directing
traffic. According to Reasor,
after the first cycle of testing
in late Sept. there was still
a significant gap in flu shot
coverage on campus.
“There were quite a few
Colby students who didn’t
know about it or didn’t get
it so we have a rerun this
week,” Reasor explained.
Reasor said that, from his
perspective, he’s not sure
how many more Colby students will need to get a shot
after this cycle.
“But,” he added, “I think
they’re going to be going on
until everyone does because
it’s in the Mule Pledge.”
Students who get a flu shot
outside of these on-campus
clinics can report that they
got vaccinated by submitting
their vaccination record to
the medical student health
portal on my.colby.edu or by
mailing it through on-campus mail to PO Box 4460.
Lowman shared that the

College has vaccinated 1,126
people so far through the
clinics held on Sept. 21, 22,
and 23. This is slightly higher than the amount of people vaccinated against the flu
in the past: in the 2019-2020
academic year, 1,075 people
were vaccinated and in the
2018-2019 academic year
1,029 were. 789 of those vaccinations were given to students last year and 750 were
students the year before.
This year, 803 of those who
have gotten a shot at Colby
were students, including Laura
Drepanos `23.
Drepanos said that she’s
gotten vaccinated against the
flu every year except for last
year, which was her first year
at the College, so this was
her first time getting the shot
away from home.
Despite an aversion to needles, Drepanos believes the
shots are necessary to protect
the community.
“I feel like it’s something I
need to do as someone who
can get flu shots to keep people who can’t get flu shots
safe,” Drepanos said.
She reported that the experience went well.
“The man who gave me the
flu shot could tell that I was
trying to not think about it
and made a good effort to distract me, which really helped,”
Drepanos said.
Drepanos appreciated the
College’s efforts to make it
easy for students, faculty,
and staff to get vaccinated
against the flu.
“I thought it was a good
idea- as much as I hate getting
shots, the last thing Colby
needs this year is a flu outbreak,” she said.
Another student, who
preferred to remain anonymous, said that she has not
gotten a flu shot in the past,
but that she felt a sense of responsibility this year which
motivated her to go to head
down to the testing tent and
get vaccinated.

The student explained
that the knowledge the
vaccine is not always 100%
effective colored her view
of flu shots before the
COVID-19 pandemic.
“[I]
always
viewed
the flu shot as optional,”
she explained.
She said that she opted out
of the vaccine because she
thought it would not work
and it would not matter if she
did get sick.
“I figured if I got the flu
it would not be that big of
a deal, without realizing
the cost it would have on
my community,” she said.
“Now, during a coronavirus
world, I am aware of the ne-

cessity to get my flu shot in
order to have a healthy and
safe community.”
The student said that
getting her shot took her
ten minutes and was a
smooth process.
Lowman acknowledged
the shortcomings of the
flu shot:
“Though the influenza
immunization does not protect everyone vaccinated, it
certainly helps in reducing
the rates of influenza.”
This reduction, as explained above, is key to maintaining the healthcare system’s
ability to fight COVID-19.
Drepanos reflected on
how this year’s flu shot pro-

cess could relate to future
COVID-19
vaccinations
on campus.
“The process of getting a
flu shot here could not have
been easier,” Drepanos said,
“so it would be great if a
potential future COVID-19
vaccine was administered in
a similar way.”
Honor said that the process of getting a flu shot at
the College made her nervous about what the process
could look like if the same
had to be done for a vaccine
against COVID-19.
However, she said, “I
trust results and I trust
science so I will do it,”
she said.
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The College’s flu shot clinic has vaccinated 1,126 people in order to reduce the burden on the healthcare system.

Students plan for fall break under COVID-19 regulations
By Fiona Huo
News Reporter

This fall break, Colby’s
campus will look a lot different than it has in past
years. Instead of homesick
first years looking forward
to their first trip home

and students figuring out
carpooling plans amongst
their neighboring New England towns, the campus
will remain populated by
Colby students.
In an email to the Colby
student body on June 30,
President David Greene

announced that in-person
classes would resume in
the fall semester and outlined some of the changes
included in the College’s
return to campus plans.
In the same email, President Greene wrote, “one
consequence of this will
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A rainbow graces Dana Lawn, where the Student Proramming Board will hold a carnival during fall break.
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be that we will ask all students to stay on campus
during October break. We
are committed to making this a ‘staycation’ with
great programs to allow
students to decompress
mid-semester.”
Despite announcing the
plans to keep students on
campus three months ago,
with the COVID-19 still
ravaging the country from
coast-to-coast, the logic
behind keeping students
from leaving the “Colby
bubble,” where students
can get tested twice a week,
is still valid. Students who
need to leave Maine for
any reason must seek prior
approval and are required
to quarantine for seven
days upon return.
As fall break rapidly approaches, the traditional
four-day break extending
from October 10 to 13
this year, the College has
planned a variety of activities to keep students engaged and relaxed during
the well-deserved break.
Campus Life and the Student Programming Board
(SPB) have both released
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a lineup of events to help
keep students on campus
over the break. One of the
highlights of the weekend
includes a Colby exclusive
comedy fest headlined by
former Saturday Night Live
cast member Jay Pharaoh
on Saturday and current
cast member Colin Jost,
who hosts the Weekend Update segment, on Monday.
The event is highly anticipated by Colby students,
and students can attend
either virtually or through
an in-person screening on
Miller lawn, with the comedians joining virtually.
In an interview with The
Colby Echo, Jordan Lawlor
`22, the president of SPB,
said that a live stream of
the question and answer
session with the comedians
will be held on Miller Lawn
with the option to submit
questions to the either
Pharaoh or Jost via the QR
code on the event poster.
On Saturday, SPB will
also be hosting Apple Fest,
rebranded from Fall Fest
last year. The apple-themed
festival on Dana Lawn will
feature a plethora of apple
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desserts including apple
cider doughnuts from the
Apple Farm in Fairfield and
apple pies from the Engine
5 Bakehouse in Waterville.
The festival will also include a socially distant and
COVID-19-safe apple bobbing competition where
each participant will have
their own bucket.
Lawlor also mentioned
that security will be running shuttles from campus
to the Apple Farm in Fairfield for students looking
to go apple picking. Vouchers for apples will also be
available to students.
Apple Fest will be followed by the SPB Carnival on Sunday. The carnival will offer ring tosses,
pumpkin painting, and a
food taste test.
Lawlor described the
carnival as “a very collaborative event.”
“We reached out to all
the clubs on campus and
asked if they wanted to
host an event, so there will
be an additional eight to
ten clubs hosting activities
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as part of the carnival,”
Lawlor added.
To sweeten the deal, SPB
offered one-time funding
to the clubs so that the
clubs would not have to
dig into their already tight
budgets.
Lawlor noted the struggle of creating an event that
balances being accessible
to all students while also
ensuring that social dis-

tancing guidelines are met.
She said a lot of the
events hosted by SPB will
require prior sign-up to
ensure spaces are not
overcrowded. In addition,
the rings used for the ring
toss will be sanitized after each use, and SPB
has purchased new paint
brushes so that students
painting pumpkins will
not have to share.
A staple of any SPB
event at the College is

the food trucks. Lawlor
said that fall break will be
no different.
There will be nightly food trucks at Eustis
Parking Lot from Friday
through Monday night. Besides student favorites like
Portland Pie, Lawlor says
SPB has invited new food
trucks such as the Brûlée
Bike, which specializes in
French desserts, and Sheba’s Wicked Kitchen from
Oakland that serves tacos,
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poutine, and sliders.
The Colby Outing Club
will also be hosting trips
throughout the weekend
to help Colby students remain active and outdoors.
These trips offer students
the opportunity to visit popular Maine sites.
There are hikes at Acadia National Park, Mount
Megunticook, and Mount
Blue. Students can canoe on the Messalonskee,
walk on Popham Beach,

or drink hot chocolate
and watch the sun set on
French Mountain.
Some students have
also planned their own
excursion over fall break.
Lindsey Papa `21, a senior
from
Topsham,
Maine, opted to go camping with her roommates
as she could not go home
this year like she is normally able to do.
“We will be driving
east and camping near

[the town of ] Cutler so
we can go hiking on the
Bold Coast.” Papa explained.“I’m really looking forward to having a
break from classes and
taking some time to relax
and get outside.”
Regardless of how students choose to spend
their fall break, it should
be a relaxing and rejuvenating experience marking the halfway point of
the semester.

Finance

How expensive can tuition at the College get?
B y S a m L e at h e

Finance Columnist
As of the 2020-2021 academic year, Colby has set
the comprehensive fee for
tuition at roughly $76,000.
This is nearly $13,000 greater than the median household income of the United
States and almost $14,000
greater than the U.S. GDP
per capita of 2019.
Colby is a revered educational institution that
provides incredible opportunities for its students

both while they are at
Colby and also once they
graduate from the College;
however, the question
must be asked: how high
can tuition go, and how
willing will students and
their families be to pay it?
In the past, people have
seemingly been very willing to pay the amount requested by the College in
exchange for all that Colby
provides to its students.
This has been seen as a necessary cost for students to
receive a strong education

and even stronger career
opportunities. More likely
than not, somewhat higher
tuition won’t change this,
yet it certainly depends on
how high tuition goes.
If for the sake of an example, Colby were to increase the cost of tuition
to $83,000 per year, that
is only six to seven thousand dollars more than
what it currently is. Students have been willing
to pay the pre-existing
$70,000, or more, in years
past, and a change of this

magnitude would likely
not deter many. With a
focus on long-term career
prospects, Colby students
and families have decided, over the past few
years, that $70,000+ per
year has been worth it for
this education, and a few
extra thousand dollars
will likely have minimal
effect on this common
perception.
Thus, it seems somewhat
hard to believe that a tuition increase of five to ten
thousand dollars would
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cause a significant portion
of students to leave Colby
in favor of another educational institution.
If, however, Colby were
to raise tuition to $90,000
or more, this may affect
potential students’ willingness to attend the
College. This would increase at least 20% from
the current tuition price,
and paying just below
$100,000 per year would
undoubtedly be somewhat
more difficult to justify,
with good reason.
It must be noted when
discussing college tuitions,
especially of NESCAC
schools, that institutions
like Colby are in direct
competition with other
elite liberal arts colleges and
universities. These schools
not only compete with each
other in terms of academic
capabilities, but they also
compete for new students.
These students take into
account several factors
when choosing a college,
and one crucial factor, for
many, is the cost associated with each College’s education. While Colby may
not lose existing students if
they increase tuition, they
could undoubtedly lose future students.
For
example,
sup-

pose Bowdoin’s tuition is
$75,000, and Colby’s exceeds $85,000. In that case,
the choice for a potential
student may be less impacted by academic opportunities at each school, and
more by the financial strain
that could be put on said
student or their family. This
is a factor that Colby should
be increasingly aware of, as
their tuition hikes may be
met with less demand for
entry to the school, as well
as a lack of competitiveness
among other liberal arts
colleges, even if current
students are willing to pay
a higher price for the education they have already
begun to receive.
Inevitably, all colleges
will see their costs of tuition rise over time. This
may be due to inflation, a
specific school’s financial
needs, or any other number of reasons.
Tuitions of NESCAC
schools have increased
consistently over the past
two decades, and this will
continue. Yet, schools
like Colby ought to remain aware of how this
may impact potential and
current students, as well
as their families, as they
pursue an excellent educational experience.

COVID 19 update for the week of September 30 to October 6
B y S o n i a L ac h te r
News Editor

The College has been at
the green level since Sept. 9,
meaning that there are “few
identified or contained cases,” symptom surveillance
is at the seasonal norm, and
compliance with mitigation
efforts is very high.
As of Oct. 6, 45,631 negative tests, eleven positive cases, and 466 inconclusive tests
(or 1% of the total) have been
identified since testing began.
Currently, there is one positive case in isolation and five
students are in quarantine,
down from six in quarantine
last week.
The positive cases are made
up of four faculty or staff
members and seven students.
Ten positive cases have recovered since testing began.
At the green level, programs and activities can happen, indoor spaces have fewer
seats, and group sizes are limited (to 50 for official events
and ten for unofficial student
gatherings, both requiring
distancing and masks).
The College’s COVID-19
Health Code and Testing
Data page now includes data
on the active cases in the state
of Maine from the Maine
Centers for Disease Control
(CDC). Students can see the
number of cases by county.

Kennebec County, where the
College is located, has 29 active cases as of Oct. 5.
Dean of the College Karlene Burrell-McRae `94
emailed the student body
on Oct. 2 about heightened
COVID-19 risks associated
with both student behaviors
and rising case numbers in
the state.
She wrote that, according
to the Maine CDC, nine percent of all of the positive cases
in the state since March had
occured in the last two weeks.
These cases are spiking in
southern Maine in three counties: 154 in York County, 194
in Cumberland County, and
93 in Androscoggin County.
These developments are
concerning because students,
according to Burrell-McRae,
have not been diligent in mitigating their risk of getting
COVID-19. She wrote that
“less than half of our community is using the CoVerified
application to report their
symptoms on a daily basis.”
Students are also missing
their COVID-19 tests, not using the proper face coverings,
if using them at all, not social
distancing, not following directional flows in buildings,
and maintaining good hygiene.
Burrell-McRae warned that
these behaviors, combined
with the rising cases in the
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state, could result in a change
of the color code, and, with it,
tougher restrictions on how
in person activities can occur,
if at all. Burrell-McRae specifically mentioned the possibility of needing to shift to
remote learning, as was done
in Spring 2020.
Burrell-McRae also forwarded a message to students
and employees on Sept. 30
that she had sent to Colby
families, telling them to be
cautious with any plans to visit students.
She said that families planning to visit students after
getting a negative COVID-19
test should remember that
“because of the time it takes
for the virus to appear in a
test, it is possible to test negative immediately before arriving, show no symptoms
during a visit (or at all), and
then test positive in the days
following, having potentially spread the virus to your
student and anyone else who
came into contact with you.”
Burrell-McRae shared that
this scenario has played out at
the College, causing students
to be both isolated and quarantined.
She closed with a reminder
that students are not allowed
to leave the state of Maine
except for in “extenuating
circumstances” that require
advance permission.
Time:
10:02 p.m.
12:06 a.m.
12:25 a.m.
3:12 a.m.
10:08 p.m.
10:26 p.m.
1:12 a.m.
1:29 a.m.
5:37 p.m.
11:30 p.m.
1:13 a.m.
1:42 pm.
3:56 a.m.
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Maine’s 2nd District Congressional race less contested amid a
highly contentious Senate battle and dead-locked Presidential race
By Aaron Mills

Contributing Writer
Freshman Congressman
Jared Golden (D) appears
to be well-poised to win his
re-election bid to represent
Maine’s 2nd Congressional
District— facing minimal
contention from his Republican challenger Dale
Crafts (R).
A dynamic starkly contrasting last cycle, where
Maine’s 2nd District House
race was among the most expensive and closely watched
nationwide. The heated
race eventually culminated
in Golden’s controversial
ranked-choice voting win, as
he became the first member
of Congress elected by this
method and the first challenger to unseat an incumbent in Maine’s 2nd District
since 1916.
This time, public opinion
polling appears to show a
fairly convincing lead for
Golden matched with a lopsided cash advantage, and
more prevalent ad buys for
the Democratic incumbent–
a critical indicator of whether a race will be close.
However, Crafts, a businessman and Lisbon resident, insists that the race
will tighten with just under
a month to go until elec-

tion day on Nov. 3. “I was
in the same boat” before
July’s three-way Republican
primary, he emphasized, a
primary in which he bore
little name recognition and
was outspent by his opponents. “The numbers
are going to close fast,” he
said in a statement to The
Portland Herald.
A mid-September survey
conducted by The New York
Times and the Siena College
Research Institute showed
Golden leading by a sizable
56% to Craft’s 37% with 6%
undecided– a 19 point margin for Golden well outside
the survey’s 0.5% margin
of error.
A lopsided picture matching a recent Colby College survey showed an
even bleaker position for
Crafts, who was endorsed
by President Trump back in
August. Golden leads by a
commanding 56% to Crafts
33%– a 23 point margin for
Golden well beyond the survey’s 3.4% margin of error.
Things don’t appear much
better for Crafts when assessing both candidates’
media exposure, a crucial
lifeline for a challenger seeking to unseat an incumbent
with relatively high name
recognition. Between Labor
Day and Oct. 1 this year,
a vital stretch for political

campaigns and TV advertising places Golden at a
further advantage, airing
favorable ads five times as
often as his challenger, according to Wesleyan Media
Project figures.
Overall spending significantly lags last cycle’s, with
advertisers dropping only
around $888,000 on the race,
compared to a staggering 12
million-dollar figure in the
2018 midterms. Of the 3,418
running TV ads, only 591
were supporting Crafts compared to 2,827 for Golden, a
nearly 1:5 ratio favoring the
Democratic incumbent.
As the campaign enters
the final weeks with early
voting set to begin this week
statewide, there is little time
for any meaningful changes
to the state of the race. Such
a dynamic comes amid a
nationwide general election
whose tone has been firmly
set by a beleaguered incumbent President attempting
to bolster his re-election
bid. His re-election bid has
been marred by renewed
scrutiny for his response to
COVID-19, a disease that
has claimed the lives of over
200,000 Americans. This is
coupled with a widely unpopular response to civil
unrest surrounding police
brutality and racism nationwide and an ailing economy

whose recovery has slowed
in recent weeks. Such a confluence of events defining
the national climate is set to
affect Republicans in critical
races down the ballot.
“We know the only numbers that really matter are
the results on Election Day,”
Golden’s campaign manager,
Margaret Reynolds underscored in a recent prepared
statement. “But we have reason to be confident heading
into October.”
At the end of June, Golden,
a Lewiston resident, accrued
roughly $2.2 million for his
campaign. In comparison,
Crafts cited to have around
$34,000, plus $87,000 selffinanced per officially cited
campaign figures.
Although neither opponent has yet formally disclosed their third-quarter
fundraising tallies to the
Federal Election Commission, Golden’s campaign
said it raised an additional
$1.8 million between July
and October. Crafts’ campaign has yet to comment.
This sharply contrasts a
hotly contested and expensive US Senate election garnering nationwide attention,
where Maine Speaker of
the House Sara Gideon (D)
is running to unseat fourterm incumbent Senator
Susan Collins.

Courtesy of the United States House of Representatives
Congressman Jared Golden (D) is running for re-election in Maine’s 2nd
Congressional District, this coming November, facing minimal competition
from his Republican Challenger Dale Crafts.

This contested Senate
battle occurs amid a tight
race between Former Vice
President Joe Biden and incumbent President Donald
Trump districtwide, as both
candidates pursue Maine’s
2nd Congressional District’s
electoral vote. Trump carried

by 10 points in 2016,flipping
it from an 8 point margin
for Obama in 2012. Biden
seeks a clean sweep across
Maine, a key battleground
state, along with Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania, while Trump attempts
to fend off any intrusions.

Rural infrastructure renewal package includes 40.5
million dollar replacement of iconic Two Cent Bridge
By Aaron Mills

Contributing Writer

Courtesy of Alec Chapman `21
Waterville’s iconic Two Cent Bridge, more commonly known as the Two
Cent Bridge, is set to be replaced through the Federal BUILD program.

U.S. Senator Susan Collins, R-Maine, the Chairman of the Transportation
Appropriations
Subcommittee,
recently
announced that Maine will
receive roughly $45 million
through the Federal Better Utilizing Investments
to Leverage Development
(BUILD) grant program
to fund broader transportation projects aimed
foremostly at restoring six
bridges in rural Maine, including the 117-year-old
Ticonic Pedestrian Bridge
that spans the Kennebec
River and connects Waterville to Winslow.
The move comes in response to a newly-released
report detailing the increasingly deteriorated state of
Maine’s rural infrastructure
– including roads, bridges,
and essential transport
links– set to pose a substantial risk to communities

throughout the state in the
coming decades.
The Ticonic Bridge was
constructed in 1901 as a
simple footbridge by the
Ticonic Foot Bridge Company. After its destruction that same year due
to local flooding, it was
rebuilt in 1903 and remains one of the oldest
surviving wire-cable steel
suspension bridges.
Notably, it stands as
the last known extant pedestrian toll bridge Two
Cent or Two Penny bridge,
comes from its crossing toll
rate set at two cents until 1960 when the Ticonic
Foot Bridge Company officially gifted it to the City
of Waterville.
Today,
the
Ticonic
Bridge comprises three
parts, including a former
trolley line built in 1909, a
roadway built in 1936, and
an additional roadway built
in 1970.
The Ticonic Bridge,
among five other pedestrian and vehicle bridges,

has been determined to be
in critically poor condition
warranting immediate restoration or replacement.
“If these bridges were allowed to continue to deteriorate, they would become
subject to eventual closure,
resulting in substantial detours and economic harm,”
Senator Collins said regarding the infrastructure
reinvestment in a recent
press release.
MaineDOT’s application
for the Ticonic Bridge replacement funding emphasized the location’s demand
for a suitable alternative to
relieve local congestion.
Earmarked in the appropriations includes the
allocation of nearly $25
million to MaineDOT for
infrastructure restoration
and new construction ventures in Kennebec County
specifically. According to
MaineDOT’s
Waterville
Work Plan, roughly $8.5
million has been allocated
so far to replace the Ticonic Bridge with a con-

temporary bridge boasting wide lanes, shoulders,
sidewalks, and bike lanes
among other restoration
projects throughout Kennebec County.
According to MaineDOT,
the planned restoration is
slated to begin as soon as
2022. However, with additional uncertainty added
into the mix due to COVID-19, much of the preliminary details remain shrouded although MaineDOT
spokesman Paul Merill
suggested the replacement
could be completed by 2026
in an interview with The
Portland Herald.
Regardless, officials at
MaineDOT remain confident, insisting the bridge
replacement will improve
accessibility and long-term
prospects for the rural
community by improving
traffic flow and mobility of
local residents, commercial vehicles, and tourists.
This is especially vital to a
regional economy already
hard hit by COVID-19.

COVID-19 on campus: How are Bates and Bowdoin holding up?
By Maura Thompson
Contributing Writer

The start of October ushers in more than pumpkin
spice lattes and spooky costumes; it marks seven weeks
since Colby and many other
institutions across the country cautiously welcomed
students back on campus.
Despite initial fears about
students being sent home
early, consistent testing, new
protocols, and the cooperation of the Colby community
have helped prevent an outbreak of the virus.
Peer schools such as Bates
College and Bowdoin College also developed their own
robust, unique reopening
plans. Like Colby, the two
colleges closed their campuses to the public and instituted
a rigorous testing and contact
tracing program. Although
both models shared similar
success in establishing a safe
and healthy learning environment, their methods differ slightly from Colby’s.
Bates followed a similar
re-opening plan, albeit with
stricter consequences for certain action.
Prior to their arrival on
campus, Bates students were
required to present a negative
COVID-19 result. Students
were then tested on campus
before beginning a short
quarantine period and again
three days later.
After this initial testing,
students have been tested
twice weekly throughout the
semester. Faculty are tested
less frequently and only
when their circumstances or
off-campus interactions require it. Students who miss
more than two scheduled
tests risk facing disciplinary

action and being sent home.
“Robust testing and contact tracing are critical to
achieve this goal of maintaining the health and safety of
the Bates community during the pandemic,” the Bates
Communications Office said.
All tests are processed by
the Clinical Research Sequencing Platform at the
Broad Institute of MIT and
Harvard, the same facility
that processes Colby’s tests.
Students who test positive
for COVID-19 are required
to remain in isolation for 14
days or until cleared. Any individuals who came in contact with the infected student
are also required to quarantine for a two-week period.
In an effort to reduce large
gatherings, Bates has also decided to adjust its academic
calendar to offer its fall and
winter semesters in a “two
plus two” format. In other
words, students will take two
classes for the first half of the
semester and a different two
the second half, totalling in
four classes by the end of
each semester.
On Aug. 28, Bates reported
having conducted 577 employee tests and 1,168 student tests since Aug. 26. At
that time, only one student
had tested positive for the
virus and was moved into
isolation housing. The Maine
CDC was made aware of
the case.
Bates is currently allowing
limited student gathering.
While practicing social distancing and wearing masks,
students are able to meet
outside, in academic buildings, or gather in dorms with
other students who live in the
same building. However, students are not allowed to enter
other dorms.

Students will leave for the
Thanksgiving break on Nov.
26, and, if the College deems
it safe to do so, return to campus on Friday, Jan. 8.
Bowdoin also made the decision to bring students back
in the fall, but not all students
were welcomed on campus.
Only first years,transfer students, and students with
unique home or academic
circumstances were allowed
to return.
All other sophomores,
juniors, and seniors have remained off campus for the
fall semester and take their
courses online. With priority given to seniors, Bowdoin
plans to have seniors, juniors,
and sophomores return to
campus for the spring se-

mester, while first years and
transfer students will study
remotely in the spring.
Each student staying on
campus has a single All
classes, including those for
students on campus, will be
taught online with the exception of first-year writing seminars which will be taught in
person or incorporate inperson elements.
Similar to the codes used
at Colby, Bowdoin operates
on status levels, which regulate interactions and gatherings. As of Oct. 6, the current
status is yellow, meaning less
than three new cases are reported weekly.
There are currently no
active cases, with 8,831 students tests and 8,066 faculty

Cartoon Courtesy of Sarah Warner `21

tests recorded since the start
of the school year. There have
been a total of three positive
student cases and one positive faculty case; all individuals have recovered.
Unlike Bates’s change to its
academic schedule, Bowdoin
will continue with its normal
fifteen-week semester, with
all students leaving campus
ahead of Thanksgiving and
finishing the term online.
Although the respective
gyms and other athletic facilities are open for use at all
three colleges, none will be
participating in the NESCAC
athletic conference this fall.
The COVID-19 outbreak
has significantly altered
nearly every aspect of college life, but the preparation

and planning behind each reopening, although different,
have allowed each institution
to offer in-person instruction
and to bring at least some of
its students back to campus.
Other, larger universities’ struggles to contain the
spread of the virus shows
just how important it is to
follow these new guidelines
and continue to social distance. Although most institutions have been forced to
cancel in-person classes and
move to online instruction,
the Maine Big Three hope
the continued implementation of their testing programs
and distancing protocols
will allow their students to
finish their fall semester
on campus.

Cartoon Courtesy of Sarah Warner `21
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Faculty feature: Professor Arterberry shares her experiences
By Jenna Boling

Local News Reporter
Professor and developmental psychologist Martha Arterberry reflected on
her early life experiences,
and how they set the ball in
motion for the changes that
would ensue.
“I never thought I would
become a psychologist or a
faculty member. Growing
up, I really liked babysitting and being around little
kids,” Arteberry said.
“My dad was convinced
that I needed to be a medical doctor, and when I got
into college, I was just trying to figure out what to do.
At the same time, as a hobby, I was always doing art.”
Although Arterberry
studies children’s memory
and is somewhat skeptical
about what recall really is,
she remembers much from
her childhood.
In an interview with The
Colby Echo, she stated that
her earliest memory was
“decorating [her] bike for
the hometown Fourth of
July parade.”
Her drive to exercise her
creativity was thematic
throughout her life. Around
age five Arterberry experienced something that provided her with a newfound
sense of confidence in her
artistic pursuits.
“So I made this painting, and it’s just a pot with
a bunch of flowers, but [my
mother] framed it in this
really, really nice frame,”

Arteberry explained. “It
took me a while to realize
the importance of what it
means for a parent to take
something that you made
and elevate its importance
by putting it in a really nice
frame. So, it’s more than
just a piece of artwork; it’s a
sign of my family’s support
for my creative work.”
There is a lot of pressure
on college students to pursue a career in something
practical, as opposed to
something they are passionate about.
In college, Arterberry
defied this expectation, allowing her love of art and
desire for a successful career to mingle. She reveals
how one college class inspired her to do just that.
“In the class, we were
talking about how we see
the world and the information that we use to see
the world. For me, that
connected really well with
what the artist is trying to
do,” Arteberry said. “The
artist is trying to depict
how we see the world, or
play around with the traditional ways we might
see the world and present
a different way of seeing
the world.”
These
days
sprung
forth
new
beginnings
for Arterberry.
“I found out that that
professor had a baby lab
where he was asking questions about how babies
see the world. For me, it
all popped together,” Arteberry explained. “Here I am
studying children, thinking

about artists and representation and how we do this
on a daily basis with the information that is out there
and how we come to understand our world through
our experiences.”
She disclosed how, at this
point in her life, everything
started to fall into place.
Right out of college, she
was able to find work as
a full time researcher at a
baby lab and could not have
been more ready to embark
on her chosen career path.
“I moved to Minnesota
to do it. I am going to do
this job wherever anyone
would hire me. I didn’t
know where Minneasota
was,” Arteberry exclaimed.
“I had to look it up on a
map, but I moved to Minneapolis to work at the
University of Minnesota,”
Arterberry exclaims.
This was not the only
pivotal moment of Arterberry’s adult life. After
leaving graduate school,
she taught at Gettysburg
College in Pennsylvania
for 17 years and needed a
change in scenery.
“I was at a point where I
was just wondering whether I wanted to keep doing
this,” Arteberry said. “I got
the opportunity to come to
Colby, and it totally confirmed that I did. It was
something about needing to be in a new place
that helped.”
Outside of teaching,
Arterberry enjoys early
mornings, riding her bike
through Maine, and sometimes traveling. Her favor-

Courtesy of Marta Arteberry
While Professor Martha Arterberry enjoys teaching and studying psychology, she has many passions outside of her
career as an academic including painting, riding her bike, traveling, and enjoying a quiet early morning.

ite place that she ever traveled was New Zealand.
“We went in our summer, which was their winter. So, we ended up staying
just in the North Island.

Everywhere we went, it was
just a fascinating place,”
Arteberry said. “The geography changes so much
in a relatively small area. I
felt like it was a living ge-

ology course because you
had the coast line, you
had volcanoes, geysers,
and sulfuric stuff coming
out of the land. It was just
so interesting.”

ruption.
In the case of educational
institutions such as Colby,
virtual classes have become
standard for a large portion
of the campus community.
Despite this significant transition, accommodations in the
academic realm have been
made on an individual basis,
often depending entirely on
the discretion of the professor.
As a result, the systemic
changes that an appropriate
response to the current crisis
requires have not yet been implemented. The format might
have changed, but every other
aspect of class structure appears to be moving forward
as usual.
Overall, this lack of change
fails to recognize the very
present reality that academics
have been dramatically affected by COVID, even if some
in-person classes are being
offered.
Furthermore, it is important that students take the
time to fully process these
times of tremendous social
and political upheaval, on top
of the current global health
crisis. It is not enough for
administration to merely acknowledge that these events
are occurring, send their
sympathies, and make vague
promises to implement programs addressing these issues.
The culmination of a global
pandemic, the Black Lives

Matter movement, and a
contentious upcoming presidential election affects Colby
students, especially students
coming from marginalized
backgrounds. To grapple with
these issues and navigate various online learning platforms
is overwhelming, to say the
least.
If Colby claims to prioritize
the health and well-being of
their students, shouldn’t this
include addressing and appropriately accommodating
their mental well-being?
Related to this idea are the
principles of diversity, equity,
and inclusion. On a surface
level, not every dorm on campus has equal Wi-Fi access,
and the closings of the Olin
and Bixler libraries has significantly limited the amount
of quiet study space any one
student has access to.
The lack in academic access
is something that the College
has barely acknowledged,
and this is not including students who experience difficult
roommate situations.
While the potential solutions may be just as complicated as the problems themselves, perhaps one option is
to implement a pass/fail grading system for the semester.
The implementation of
a pass/fail grading system
would not only alleviate the
burden on students, but on
faculty as well. Grading takes

a considerable amount of
time and effort on the part of
professors and, teaching assistants, time and effort that may
no longer be expendable because of the various impacts
of COVID-19. On top of this,
it can be argued that due to
the hybrid learning model
adopted by the college this semester, exams are inherently
unequal. Students taking a
class remotely can take the
exam from their home, while
students taking the same class
in-person are required to take
the exam in-person.
Location matters when
taking exams, and the normal
system of grading does not
take this difference into account.
Once again, the issue of
equity comes up — not everyone taking remote classes
have the same tools at their
disposal, and are thus at a disadvantage when it comes to
academics.
At its core, academics is
about the learning process
itself, rather than a numerical evaluation of its efficacy.
Therefore, in the midst of a
global health pandemic that
has forced us to reflect on
and reevaluate our priorities,
it seems that the only suitable
response on the part of administration is to re-evaluate
the priorities of the college,
and respond accordingly.

The overlooked impact of COVID on academics at Colby

Courtesy of Sarah Warner `21
Many Colby students are feeling overwhelmed by not only their schoolwork, but by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic as well as the current political atmosphere. This impacts their ability to complete their schoolwork properly.

By Hae Jung Kim
Features Reporter

There are many reasons to
love Mayflower Hill. From the
New England fall foliage to
the abundance of outdoor activities, Colby is more than an
institution. It is, quite frankly,
our home.

But like with many other things, because of COVID-19, our home is now
in upheaval, and to say that
these are strange times would
be an understatement.
The desire to return to
normal is indisputable, but it
is unclear when that normal
will arrive, and what that will
even look like. In fact, some

argue that this is the “new
normal,” where in-person interactions are severely limited
and most communication
happens virtually.
This idea is problematic,
however, because it undermines the enormity of the
current situation and the
consequential need for an
adequate response to this dis-

Waterville Food Tour

The Golden Egg: Cancun Mexican Bar and Grill

By Jacob Golden
Columnist

Welcome to the first
iteration of The Gold-

en Egg — a column intent on reviewing the
best (and worst) eats in
the Waterville area. As
a self-proclaimed food
critic, I, Jacob Golden,

will take you on the culinary adventure of a lifetime.
Our first stop is Cancun Mexican Bar and
Grill, located at 14 Silver

Street in Waterville. This
restaurant is an architectural masterpiece.
Up top, it resembles a
‘70s bowling alley, while
below it looks like one of
those $1 houses in Sicily,
complete with brickedin windows and mismatched stucco work. It’s
a sight to behold, and it
fits … decently between
the
renovated
Silver
Street Tavern and a small
State Farm storefront.
Currently,
Cancun
sports tons of outdoor
seating, as well as indoor seating for when
the weather gets a bit too
unbearable.
My group sat outside

at a barely-lit metal table
next to the sidewalk, serenaded by a band playing
some classic rock over at
the tavern next door - it
was nice.
The menu is massive,
just page after page of
big, appetizing dishes. I
had a fajita plate, while
the others at my table had
tacos, burritos, and pollo
loco. We also received
one absurdly small bowl
of chips and salsa, which
was sadly not refilled by
our waiter.
Our meals were not
horrible but were the
kinds of meals that taste
good at first, and with
every bite you take, it ev-

er-so-slightly gets worse.
Despite being filled with
seven to eight different
toppings (think rice, tortillas, beans, salsa, sauce,
meat, etc.), my fajita plate
was not dynamic, tasting
like one big glob of carbohydrates. Not bad, but
not get-again good.
Cancun is by no means
terrible. The portions are
significant and somewhat satisfying, the people are friendly, and it’s
only a couple minutes’
walk from the downtown
apartments. But would I
go again? Probably not.
Final thoughts: two out
of five Golden Eggs (borderline silver)

Courtesy of The Colby Echo
The Colby Echo’s resident food critic, Jacob Golden, was left unimpressed by Cancun Mexican Bar and Grill’s selection of food, rating it a measly 2/5 eggs.

Cartoon Courtesy of Sarah Warner `21
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Easy Eats expands despite COVID demands
By Milo LaniCaputo
A&E Editor

Yo u ’ r e
h u n g r y.
Yo u
d i d n’ t
grab
enough food at the
dining hall, and now
t h e y ’re a l l c l o s e d .
Yo u
grab
your
phone, and open the
Easy Eats app. A few
t a p s l a t e r, a C o l b y
student is driving
to Five Guys to pick
y o u u p a b u r g e r.
Easy Eats provides
food
delivery
to
students on campus
through a mobile

“We believe
that Easy Eats
in general offers students
a safe way
to support
their local
businesses
that have
been harmed
by the pandemic.”
- Connor
Klingenberg,
`22

app. Us e r s s i mp l y
choose a restaurant
and order food in
the
app,
and
an
Easy
Eats
driver
will deliver their
favorite fast food
right to their dorm
room.
After
an
incomplete
first
y e a r, t h e c o m p a ny
was
forced
to
suspend operations
when campus was
evacuated
in
the
spring.
A couple
weeks
ago, Easy Eats began
operations
again
o n C o l b y ’s c a m p u s ,
now with new safety
protocols.
C o-C hi e f Marke t ing
Manager for Easy
Eats,
Connor
Klingenberg
`22,
outlined
these
changes:
“ We b e l i e v e t h a t
Easy Eats in general
offers
students
a
safe
way
to
support their local
businesses
that
have been harmed
b y t h e p a n d e m i c …”
“ We ’ v e h a d e v e r y
driver
sanitize
before
and
after
handling
food,
every driver has to
keep their mask on
e v e n i f t h e y ’re i n
t h e c a r, n o m a t t e r
w h a t .”
K l i n g e n b e r g
c o n t i n u e d : “ We a l s o
offer
contactless
d e l i v e r y, s o d r i v e r s
are able to drop

the food right at
the
door
of
the
individual
who
o r d e r e d t h e f o o d .”
While
health
precautions
may
be a hassle, Easy
Eats
driver
Anna
Compson
`23
is
still able to enjoy
her job:
“ Yo u g e t t o d o
your
job
while
actually
having
fun…. I get to talk
to the people on
my t e am , but I’m
also talking to the
people I deliver to,
and I also just love
t o d r i v e ! I t ’s s u c h
a vibe, just going
back
and
forth
[between Colby and
W a t e r v i l l e ] .”
The company has
seen a significant
increase in demand
for food delivery
this fall, which cofounder
Katharine
Dougherty
`22
attributes
to
the
pandemic and Easy
E ats’
scrupulous
safety protocols.
“With
COVID
t h e r e ’s
been
a
huge
increase
in
deliveries
and
online ordering and
that kind of thing,
s o t h a t ’s [ p e r f e c t ]
for
our
business
m o d e l .” s h e s a i d .
In
addition
to
ramping
up
operations
at
C o l b y,
Easy
Eats
has spread like an
infectious
virus

to
other
colleges
a s w e l l . T h i s y e a r,
they have entered
a partnership with
the administration
of Bates College.
Easy Eats edged
out
Gr ubHub
to
deliver
food
to
students
in
isolation at Bates
t h r e e m e a l s a d a y.
The administration
prefers
them,
Dougherty
said,
because
they
employ exclusively
s t u d e n t s . Ho w e v e r,
Bates is just the
beginning of Easy
E ats’
plan
for
expansion.
Dougherty
told
The
Colby
Echo
about their plans
to expand to other
small
colleges
in
and
out
of
the
NESCAC.
P r e s e n t l y,
Easy
Eats
is
working
with
students
from Har vard and
Middlebury
to
finish developing a
new and improved
version
of
their
platform that hopes
to streamline the
process
for
both
employees
and
customers.
Once they finish
their
update,
their software will
be
more
easily
implemented
in
cities
other
than
Wa t e r v i l l e .
They
plan
to
expand
to

M i d d l e b u r y ,
Bowdoin,
and
Thomas
College,
and are tentatively
considering
the
implications
of
operating at large
colleges like Boston
Un i v e r s i t y.
Ho w e v e r,
Easy
Eats has received
grant money from

across the state.
With
more
resources available,
they hope to begin
offering
daily
breakfast
delivery
to Colby students,
and weekly Chipotle
delivery
from
Augusta
by
next
s e m e s t e r.
At a time w hen s o

Photo Courtesy of Katharine Dougherty ’22
Easy Eats received a grant from the Maine Technology Institute in 2019.

pitch competitions
to expand to colleges
in Maine, so instate
institutions
are
their
current
p r i o r i t y.
This
week,
Dougherty and cofounder
Christian
Krohg
`22
are
hoping to walk away
with
the
$10,000
prize of the virtual
Big
Gig
Pitch
Competition,
and
to invest that grant
money
into
more
expansion projects

many businesses are
failing, Easy Eats
is poised for rapid
growth and creating
opportunities
for
college students all
over the state.
Their
motto
of
“for the students,
by the students” is
a signifier of selfsufficiency
and
success
at
C o l b y,
and
we
certainly
h a v e n’ t
seen
the
last of it.

Museum continues Ar tful Movements over Zoom
B y Ta n v i I y e r
A&E Reporter

The Colby Museum of Art has been
a gathering space
for Colby students,
staff, alumni as well
a s t h e g r e a t e r Wa terville
and
even
wider Maine commu n i t y.
Howe ve r,
s i n c e C OV I D -19 t h e
Museum has been
forced to close its
doors to those who
are not a part of
C o l b y ’s t e s t r e g i m e .
Howe ve r, t h e y a re
making the most of
the current circum-

f ind on the museum website or even
their Facebook page.
Jordia
Benjamin,
Senior Coordinator
of Programs and Audience Engagement
for t he Mu s e u m e xplained the development of the Artful
Movements program.
“ We r e a l i z e d t h a t
not everyone that
comes to the museum has an artistic background, but
they were looking at
every thing as a way
to navigate themselves
i nt e r n a l l y.
We a l s o n o t i c e d t h a t

“What makes
ourse unique
is that all
of our yoga
sessions are
based on a
collection.”
- Jordia
Benjamin,
Senior
Coordinator
of Programs
and Audience
Engagement

a very common occurrence and even
has
studies
that
support the benefits
of this wellness act i v i t y. C o l b y ’s a p pr o a c h , howe ve r, i s
unique
compared
to other museums.
“So, there are a
hundred
museums
with yoga or yoga in
galleries, but what
makes ours unique is
that all of our yoga
sessions are based
on
a
c ol le c t ion ,”
Benjamin explained.
“So we spend a lot
of time looking at
pieces of art and

subject but also the
content of a piece.
Like what is the art
actually saying, and
yoga poses are always about inward
ref lection and self
e v a lu at ion ,” B enjamin said. “The more
that you understand
yourself,
you
are
able to broaden your
perspective of others
and cultures. So we
take that same kind
of mindset towards
our
c o l le c t ion s .”
She
further
e xpanded on this by
addressing the most
recent
release
on

Photo Courtesy of The Colby Museum of Art
Before COVID-19 made it a virtual event, Artful Movements was an in-person event that took place inside the museum.

stances by offering
events through their
Artful
Movements
program.
Initially launched in the
f a l l of 2 019, T h i s
program
combines
yoga and art in a
prerecorded
video that viewers can

st udent s were hosting stress busters
and the most popular stress buster
w a s yoga ,” B enjamin said. “So the
summer before we
launched
Artful
Movements, we sat
down and said, what

if we were able to do
something
consistent since the stress
busters come at the
end of each semest e r, s o we p a r t ne re d
with Kathleen from
S c h o o l S t r e e t Yo g a . ”
It turns out t hat
yoga in museums is

finding
similarit i e s t o y o g a p o s e s .”
This combination
of art and yoga may
seem a bit random
from the outside, but
Benja m i n h ig h l ig hted just how similar the two can be.
“ It ’s l o o k i n g a t t h e

Oct. 3 titled Artful
Movements: Time to
Let Go, which focused on the connection
between
M a r t i n P u r y e a r ’s U p
a n d O v e r (2 014) a n d
the yoga pose downward-facing
dog.
“ P u r y e a r ’s
work

really looks at understanding history
in a broader form
and having it affect
o n e ’s p e r s o n a l u n derstanding of self
is the same as understanding identity which is the basic core of building
onto oneself ” Benjamin said. “Downward-facing dog is
the basic yoga pose
you learn, and so
you build upon that.
It af fects your body
head to toe, so these
are levels that we are
re l at i n g a r t wor k t o.”
The program has
seen quite a lot of
grow th.
In
fact,
the Oct. 3 release
a massed 190 0 v iews
on Facebook. They
have even added two
additional
branches to the program,
Artful
Meditation
and
Artful
Healing.
Participants
range from kids to
even senior citizens.
This program has
also been a way to
support local businesses during this
t i m e o f u n c e r t a i nt y.
The Artful Movement events are released on the first
Saturday of every
month but are available at all times, so
if you ever need a
break from work, or
even your family and
friends, take some
time for yourself and
tune into an Artful
Movements
video.
“ It ’s o p e n t o a n y
and everybody the
only thing you have
to have is an intere s t ,” B enja m i n s a id .
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Public statement denouncing Waterville Wendy’s
B y C olin A lie
Opinions Reporter

Cracks are appearing
as Wendy’s management,
despite the recent building
renovations,
starts
to

Cartoon Courtesy of Sarah Warner `21

display their inherent vice.
Last
week,
the
Waterville
Wendy’s
besmirched my good name
by shorting me three entire
sandwiches on a recent
order, and let me drive off
with my half-empty to-go
bag of crumbs like I was
Oliver Twist.
Our
local
Wendy’s
franchise, located a short
drive from campus, can
also be found by traveling
halfway down the road to
perdition.
Amidst this slanderous
betrayal akin to ancient

Roman times, I say: “Et tu,
Wendy’s?”
Although it was wellestablished that Colby and
the Waterville Wendy’s
were making strides in
their universally beneficial
meal plan contract (see
precedent set in my earlier
ruling from Sept. 17), I
have been forced to make
a stunning reversal of
opinion.
In sticking with this
Caesar schtick, I’ll readily
admit that I came, I saw,
and I preconceived. All my
life, I saw Wendy’s as this
holy site of gastronomy.
For the first time in my
life, I can see clearly.
One off-menu item I’d
recommend? The exit.
Dave Thomas, former
president
of
Waste
Management, Inc. and
current CEO of Wendy’s
and his local Waterville
team of quality assurance
charlatans have really done
me in this time.
I mean, I have really
been royally raked over
the coals on this one.
Those loyal readers who
have been following my
well-documented recent
struggles with dishonest

and fraudulent business
dealings will be saddened
to hear that after this most
recent case of racketeering,
I may never be able to
financially recover.
After all, I paid good
money for that meal. Not
a lot of good money, but
good money nonetheless.
Besides, it’s quality over
quantity.
My qualms with the
Waterville Wendy’s policies
began
building
even
before this massive blow.
As a decorated amateur
remote-control helicopter
pilot myself, I used to
walk in half-expecting to
be automatically given a
discount.
I’d walk in and see this
sandwich on the menu
and I’d say, “Look, that’s
it—that’s the sandwich
I’d like to use my military
discount on.”
Then the Wendy’s guys
started up with all this “Sir,
that’s just some fake plastic
pilot’s pin given to the
children on board JetBlue
flights” and “Sir, there’s
no such thing as a ‘Most
Eminent Vice-Chancellor
of Aeronautics’ honorific,”
so there may be some

problems with getting my
discount. But I’m looking
into McDonalds and KFC.
As shocking as it was to
learn that Wendy’s offers no
such military discount—
which is basically stolen
valor—moreover, nowhere
on Wendy’s official website
does it state a return policy.
What it does say,
however, includes some
very interesting literature
on self-preservation. In
Section 20 of Wendy’s
official
“Contents
&
Summary”
contract,
chartered June 6, 2016, it
clearly states:
“You agree to indemnify
and hold harmless Wendy’s
and its officers, directors,
employees,
agents,
distributors, and affiliates
from and against any and all
claims, demands, liabilities,
costs, or expenses, including
reasonable attorney’s fees,
resulting from your breach
of these Terms, including
any of the foregoing
provisions, representations
or
warranties,
and/or
from your placement or
transmission of any content
onto Wendy›s servers, and/
or from any and all use of
your account.”

In court, I’d say that’s
not evidence, it’s testimony.
I could point out ten
thousand loopholes in
this policy, but out of the
interest of time I’ll leave
that as an exercise for the
reader.
It’s barely worth the
mention, but the manager
of the Waterville Wendy’s
did reach out to offer a
refund.
Unfortunately, I don’t
have the time to respond
to their email inquiry of
what exactly the “name on
the mobile order” was, and
“what the order was and
what was missing.”
I haven’t bothered to
Google what the statute of
limitations is on sandwich
returns, but what a nosy
bunch.
Besides, it is my
understanding that having
to disclose that I ordered
three sandwich meal deals
for myself is protected
under HIPAA, so I will
thus be pleading the fifth
in my eventual response.
More importantly, this
offer for reimbursement
might as well be putting a
Band-Aid on the crater of a
gunshot wound left behind

by
Wendy’s
big-game
hunting rifle, to speak
proverbially.
I would be remiss if
I did not point out that
the scum, detritus, and
reprobate recidivists that
make up the Wendy’s
upper management really
gets my goat.
Perhaps turning to
religion may help quell the
fiery inferno burning in
my heart (ostensibly due
to my rage for Wendy’s,
realistically due to the four
chicken sandwiches from
Wendy’s that I had for
breakfast).
As
a
devoutely
pious man, I find it too
restrictive to limit myself
to one particular doctrine
or system of beliefs.
It is the Buddhists
who preach: “The first
noble truth is: life is
suffering.” But the Buddha
himself preached joyful
participation
in
the
sorrows of the world. In
light of this, I will officially
be taking my talents to
Subway. I still have a
$25 giftcard to use there
(give or take one meatball
footlong). Eat fresh!

Dear Colby Professors,
By M ilo L ani -C aputo
Opinions Reporter

Ever since I was a
wee lad, I have valued
efficiency in schoolwork
over all things. That is to
say, I have always tried to
get the most benefit out of
the least amount of effort
possible. I don’t think
that sentiment is bad; I
know it’s shared by many
of my peers and it got me
to Colby in the first place.
But recently I have been
thinking about life in a
different light.
I had always loved
when a teacher would
assign a paper and tell
me exactly what to write
about. It simplifies my job
as a student so much.
Dissect the presented
thesis, find evidence and
reasoning to support it,
and put it all together into
paragraph form with lots
of big words and complex
language. Easy A. But
now, I’m not so sure.
Think about the world
we are about to enter
as college graduates, as
educated young people.
There are a multitude of
powerful and seductive

ideas out there, free for
the taking.
Our friends subscribe
to ideas, so shouldn’t we?
Doesn’t it feel safe to be
immersed in a group of
like-minded individuals?
We tend to figure out
which groups we fit into,
and then adopt the beliefs
of those around us. It’s
natural to some extent.
You don’t want to be
the ugly duckling or the
lonely caveman who is
excluded by his tribe for
being different.
And as much as
people preach the value
of acceptance of each
other, the world is still
organized into us versus
them. Democrat versus
Republican. Rich versus
poor.
Liberal
versus
conservative. US versus
China.
Police
versus
protestors. If you are not
part of my group, then
you must be a part of the
opposing group, and that
means you are my enemy.
I don’t blame people
for acting this way, and I
certainly don’t presume
to be above false mental
dichotomies. We must all
be patient with ourselves.

The world is doing its best
to kill us, and we’re just
trying to survive.
Our
planet
might
be past the point of no
return, barreling towards
a climate change disaster.
Radical right activists
might be pushing us

are, and to feel like we’re
the good guys.
But we’re all people.
We’re all Americans.
We all live in a country
founded upon the idea
that each person’s life is
sacred. The success of
our republic rests entirely

Cartoon Courtesy of Sarah Warner ‘21

towards fascism; radical
left activists could be
edging us into a socialist
authoritarian
state.
America might be an
oligarchy run by the 1%.
Our taxes might be getting
used to muder babies.
It’s a scary world, folks,
and we all want to feel like
we know what the hell’s
going on. We all want to
know who the bad guys

upon us as citizens and
residents.
We have a moral
responsibility to be true
to ourselves, and to try to
bring more truth to our
nation. We are innocent
until proven guilty. We
have freedom of speech.
So when we surrender
ourselves to a group or a
party or an ideology, we
are really surrendering

our individual liberties.
We are hiding from the
world at the cost of our
freedom.
“It’s too scary out
there,” we think to
ourselves. “It’s much safer
to agree with all these
people. We are the good
guys.”
But is it really worth
protecting
our
own
feelings if it means
descending into tribalism?
Professors, you have
one of the most important
jobs in our free society.
It is y’all’s duty to teach
young Americans to think
for themselves.
If we can’t think for
ourselves, are we really
free?
The thesis paper, to
me, is the most sacred of
all creations a student
can make. They learn the
material presented, but
they still have questions.
There are still problems
that need solving in their
head, things that need
justifying. The student
dives head-first into the
wealth
of
knowledge
and information at their
disposal,
attempting
to make sense of the

problem.
Eventually, they have
read enough papers and
watched enough lectures
to form an opinion.
They have found truth
in the material. Then
they excrete it! They
externalize their truth,
making their list and
checking it twice. Then
they give it to their
professor to be criticized,
and if the truth holds up,
a favorable grade is given.
When you assign the
topic for the essay, you
are sending a message:
look to authority for your
opinion. Go out into
the world and search for
information that backs up
the idea you’ve been given.
Prove that you agree by
spending hours justifying
the authority’s view.
This is crazy, man.
The world needs more
independent thinkers, not
more yes-men who have
been trained in the art
of being unquestioningly
subordinate.
Teach your students to
think for themselves and
form their own opinions.
Our
liberties
might
depend on it.
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The Cheap Seats
B y W ill B edingfield
Sports Editor

In this edition of the Cheap Seats, The Colby Echo sits down with Men’s Rugby player
Mack Fisher `21 to talk about the start of his rugby career, fighting fifth graders, and
Dana’s pasta.

MF: I’m sad that we do not have a season right now because I believe our team was so strong for
this fall. Coming off of that top 16 finish last year I think we had all the momentum. Our team was
looking even bigger this year and I’m really impressed by our rookie class. I believe another undefeated season is in the cards for the boys next year.
Echo: In a COVID-free world what is the one country you would love to travel to with all expenses
covered?
MF: I can’t not say New Zealand while we’re talking rugby. The natural beauty there is captivating
and being able to explore and hike right now would be very welcomed. Add in the ability to watch
some of the top rugby and I think we have found a clear first choice.
Echo: Who is your rugby role model? How did you learn how to make such outrageous offloads?
MF: Behind the late great Lucas Graham [`19], my favorite professional player was Sonny Bill
Williams (SBW). Watching hours and hours of Youtube clips late at night of SBW definitely inspired
me to try some ridiculously stupid offloads as well as Lucas Graham’s teachings as an assitant player
coach.
Echo: How much do you miss writing for The Colby Echo’s sports section?
MF: I miss having my creative space to try to turn a beautiful game into 600 words of writing. I
am proud of the role that Will Bedingfield has taken on in carrying [The Colby] Echo’s sports section
while us non-staff writers take a back seat.
Echo: Who is your favorite professor at Colby and why?
MF: Professor Denoeux is my favorite. He is very demanding but really forces you to absorb the
material. I highly recommend his class to anyone who wants to challenge themselves or hear about
why France is a great country.
Echo: Tell me about your pre-game rituals.

Courtesy of Colby College Athletics

The Colby Echo (Echo): How many fifth graders do you think you could take in a fight to the death
with only your bare hands?

MF: My routine definitely revolves around eating and timing the bathroom if I’m being honest.
The key is to carb load at night, usually a giant plate of pasta post dinner, and then a couple eggs
with a single, lightly toasted english muffin around 8 so you’re ready for that 1 p.m. EDT kickoff.

Mack Fisher (MF): Not to be cocky, but I think I could take on about 15 of them, but if they got
any form of weapons it’s going to be a different story.
Echo: How did you get through quarantine? Did you pick up any cool hobbies or learn a language?
MF: Quarantine was definitely a tough time for us all and I had to keep sane and stay outdoors.
I tried surfing and skimboarding for the first time in my life, but can’t say I picked it up as a hobby
because of my currently low skill level.
Echo: What’s the best thing you can remember eating at Colby the past few years? Which dining
hall did you find it in?
MF: Dana’s exclusive chef ’s choice pasta has definitely been some of the best Italian food I’ve
encountered in my days. The option of the marinara or alfredo with a garlic breadstick to dip is
unmatched.
Echo: What’s your favorite music album ever? What’s in your go-to pregame playlist?
MF: If we’re talking classic album of our generation I have to give the nod to Taylor Swift for her
Fearless album of 2008. The combination of her storytelling, country roots, and pop feel on this
album is elite. My go-to pregame list consists more of some EDM classics (RL Grime, Illenium, etc.)
paired with some 90’s rap (Biggie, Dre, Nas, etc.).
Echo: What is your position in rugby? Tell me a little bit about your role on the team.
MF: I play inside centre so my number is 12. In rugby your number defines your position, so my
job is to receive the ball in a bit more space and find gaps or get the ball out wide to our speedy wings
like Jamenard Exavier [`22], or our stunningly handsome fullback, Steven Ditzler [`22].
Echo: How do you think the rugby team would have done with a fall season? How do you think
it will do without you next year?

Courtesy of Mack Fisher `21
Mack Fisher looks for an offload pass to “Sneaky” Stevie Ditz in Colby’s match last year against Bates College
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B y A drian V isscher

Sustainabiliy Columnist

Last week, I had the
opportunity to speak
with Sandy Beauregard, the Director of
Sustainability,
about
the College’s carbonneutral initiatives and
their importance
Before diving into
what the College is doing to address carbon
neutrality, it is important to define it.
Carbon
neutrality can be two things.
Firstly, it can mean
achieving an equilibrium between output and
input of carbon emission. It can also mean
not emitting any carbon dioxide altogether. Carbon dioxide,
of course, is a leading
cause of rising temperatures, as humans emit
an overabundance of it
into the atmosphere.
The scope of the issue is big; a college
campus is obviously a
big producer of emissions. Hence, that is
why the College has
made it a priority to
pursue carbon neutral-
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The importance of carbon neutrality at Colby
ity. In fact, the College
was officially carbon
neutral in 2013, and
they began their efforts in 1999.
“Offsetting our environmental footprint
is a natural goal for a
college that includes
sustainability as a core
value.” Green Colby’s
website states.
Throughout
campus, we can see these
efforts. For example,
walking through Diamond, the Leadership
in Energy and Environmental
Design
(LEED) standard that
the College adapted is
visible.
From recycled carpeting and wallboard,
to occupancy sensors,
to touch-screen displays, Diamond is truly
a “green” building.
However,
unlike
Diamond, many of the
College’s efforts go unnoticed. For example,
the heightened composting and recycling
methods on campus
are easily noticeable,
but what may not be
as clear is the administration’s efforts to

collaborate with landfills that participate in
methane recapture.
As for the goals of
the College’s carbonneutral plan, the administration hoped to
establish the school
as a leader in environmental issues. The
aforementioned
actions clearly show this
has been accomplished.
According to the
Green Colby’s website,
“More than 600 college
and university presidents have signed the
American College and
University Presidents’
Climate Commitment.”
Green Colby’s website
notes, “Colby is one of
only three colleges or
universities that currently are carbon-neutral.”
On a final note, it is
important, as students,
that we become conscious of the College’s
environmental efforts
and start reflecting
how they affect our
own lives. By educating ourselves, we can
accomplish the College’s goals on an individual level.

Courtesy of Wendy Wei `23
The beautiful Maine foliage on Roberts Row outside of Pierce at high noon on a Wednesday afternoon.

Fall Break Schedule
Friday

Saturday

Fast Fringe 2020 w/
Firepits @5-10pm /
Dana Lawn
Isuken Co-op Food
Truck @10pm-12am /
Eustis Lot

Sunday

Apple Fest
@1-4pm / Dana Lawn
Comedy & Conversation w/ Jay Pharoah
@10pm / Virtual

10/9/20

Fall Johnson Day
@9-11am / Meeting
outside Cotter Union at
8:45

Comedy Fest w/ Colin
Jost @10pm / Virtualviewing on Miller Lawn

Colby Votes Tie-Dye
@12-2pm / Cotter
Union

10/12/20

B y C am W oods

It took me exactly
thirty minutes to walk
from my apartment in
London to class every
day last semester—
twenty-three minutes if
I was in a serious rush,
and thirty-four minutes if I stopped to get
an iced coconut milk
latte from the Café
Nero on the corner.
I didn’t always appreciate this walk in
the moment. In fact,
most
mornings,
I
would wake up feeling
exhausted and frigid
as a result of the busy
streets below and broken radiator respectively, take too long
to pick out an outfit,
and inevitably end up
pressed between an
endless stream of weary
faces on a tube bound
for Russell Square.
But on the mornings that ran smoothly or the afternoons
that staved off rain, I
walked.
I walked past the
vine-covered pub that
always seemed to have

10/11/20

Tuesday

Portland Pie Food
Truck @9pm / Eustis

Lifestyle Columnist

Drag Bingo with Shea
Coulee @9pm / Virtual

10/10/20

Monday

Lifestyle

SPB Carnival Day
@1-4pm / Dana Lawn

10/13/20

The intimacy of silence
patrons no matter the
hour, the city soccer
field tucked away behind a chained fence,
the vegan bakery that
filled my stomach with
banana bread and left
my heart in shambles
when they were out of
lentil soup, and past
the used bookstore
selling tattered works
by Chaucer and T.S.
Eliot.
I tended to make this
trek alone, I liked it
better that way. Sometimes I listened to music—Fleetwood
Mac,
Creedence Clearwater
Revival, Billy Joel—but
mostly I didn’t. Mostly
I walked in silence and
absorbed my surroundings and paid tribute to
my thoughts.
And then came Ana.
She was small and
blonde and smarter
than she gave herself
credit
for—probably
funnier, too.
She was the type of
person that could be
on Saturday Night Live
without even trying,
the type of person that
could move to L.A.,
and actually be happy.

She could do anything.
Ana sat next to me
in my Wednesday night
politics lecture. It was
a painfully boring class
that often exhausted
me so thoroughly that I
would call an Uber for
lack of energy. It didn’t
seem to have the same
effect on Ana, who
turned to me wideeyed and spirited and
asked if I wanted to
walk back to our apartment building together.
I wanted to say no—
in fact, maybe I even
did say no—but somehow or another, I found
myself walking side by
side with Ana on the
same path that I had
only ever taken alone.
I was nervous that
our
journey
home
would be filled with
awkward
exchanges
over the weather or
coursework or travel
plans, but it wasn’t. We
talked about meaningful things when we felt
compelled, and said
nothing at all when we
didn’t.
The silence wasn’t
uncomfortable, it was
quite the opposite;

it was beautiful and
bonding and genuine.
I didn’t know it at the
time, but Ana would
become my best friend
in the world.
For so long I had
been taught to avoid
awkward silence, to
fill the abyss with any
number of conversational tactics.
Silence came to represent an emotional
disconnect, a coldness,
that dialogue vowed

never to do—but this
could not be further
from the truth.
To share in a silence
with someone is to be
vulnerable and honest;
it is a form of intimacy
only granted to the truest of friends and lovers. Conversations can
be manipulated and
unauthentic,
silence
never can be.
As I have done internally,
I
implore
everyone to evaluate

their own relationships
through
this
lens.
Think
about
those whom you could
be comfortably silent
with, and those whom
you feel you could not
be. Begin emphasizing
trust and transparency
in the latter relationships, and note any
shifts in the dynamic.
Silence is nothing to
strive away from, it is
something to dive into.

Courtesy of Cam Woods `21
Photo of a park on Cam’s thirty or twenty-three minute morning walk from her London apartment to class

